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4.1 Finding and Interpreting Slope 

 

Objective 
TSW find the slope of lines by 

*graphing two points 

*using slope formula 

when playing the game of  

Ups and Downs. 

 
Common Core State Standards 8EE 5 Graph proportional relationships, 

interpreting the unit of rate as the slope a graph. 

8EE6…derive the equation y=mx for a line through the equation y=mx+b 

for a line intercepting the vertical axis at b 

Mathematical Practices 2 Reason  4 Model Mathematics 5 Use tools 8 

Express regularity in reasoning 

   

 



4.1 Finding and Interpreting Slope Day 5 

Find the slope of the line using this graph 

To find the slope of a 

line using graphs… 

*Find two points 

*Count the rise and 

then run 

*Write the slope as y 

                                x 



4.1 Finding and Interpreting Slope Day 5 

Find the slope of the line using this graph 

To find the slope of a 

line using graphs… 

*Find two points  

(0,0) and (6,6) 

*Count the rise (6) and 

then run (6) 

*Write the slope as y =6  

                                x   6 

 

m= 1 



4.1 Finding and Interpreting Slope Day 5 

Find the slope of the line that contains these 

coordinate points. Remember to use the slope 

formula 
To find the slope of a 

using two coordinate 

points… 

*Label the x and y 

coordinates 

*Find the change of y and 

the change of x by 

SUBTRACTING 

*Write the slope as ∆y   

                               ∆ x    
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4.1 Finding and Interpreting Slope Day 5 

Graph a line with the following slope To graph a line with a slope… 

*create coordinate plane with 

points (0,0) 

*refer to positive, negative, 

zero, and undefined slope 

notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Write the slope as ∆y   
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*Write the slope as ∆y   
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Lesson 3.3 Evaluate Linear Equations with Two Variables (Day 1) 

Group Practice #Up and Downs                   

                                                                    Homework             

  

 

 

 

 

Lesson Check –Find the slope of a line using two points and 

graphs (created or given) 
 

  


